
  
 

FREEZETECH 

The innovation of 

cleaning machine, 
equipment and tools 



FreezeTech dry ice blasting is an effective and cost efficient way to 

maximize production capability and product quality. This dry ice 

blasting process is safe, non-abrasive and non-conductive.  

 

 

FREEZETECH 

FreezeTech is only one dry ice blasting machine that has various 

capacities. It can produce dry ice particles in different sizes to 

make most efficient cleaning by striking onto the top layer with 

higher kinetic energy. Upon impact, the small granular will eliminate 

the mass in all tighter areas. 

With our pioneer and continuous development, we have started 

from creating and producing the spare parts of dry ice machines 

to serve various kinds of customers’ needs. With our long 

experience in meeting the needs of our customers, our  service was 

born with the new type of dry ice blasting machine. 
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FREEZETECH 

FreezeTech dry ice blasting is designed to use the cheap dry ice in 

block form which can keep longer than other dry ice form. With two 

hose system, the blast air and dry ice is separated. It reduces dry ice 

delaminating for more than 50% with 8 meter long of blasting hose. 

 

  

Our Patent : “Apparatus to provide 

dry ice granular in different particle 

size for dry ice blasting machine” 

give our dry ice blasting machine 

have an more advantageous.    

 

  

FreezeTech dry ice blasting have been designed to be controlled by 

pneumatic system only. It is out of electrical danger, and with 

interlock system, you can avoid accident from unintentional function 

with a ground wire and caution warning for safety alert. 

 

  



Choice the model 
matching you need. 

F90 F80 

Size ( L x W x H ) mm 720x540x920 690x490x890 

Hopper capacity, kg 15  10 

Variable feed rate 0.8-3.0 0.4-2.0 

Blast pressure range 3 to 9 bar 2 to 9 bar 

Air consumption, cfm  190 125 

Weight, kg 135 94 

FREEZETECH 

Which one is your application ? 


